Why

World Wood Day

Wood is essential for human and environmental development.

World Wood Day brings people together to explore, experience and share their mutual appreciation of wood and inspire positive changes for a sustainable future.

Donate and make a difference!

Your support is crucial to continuing the efforts and programs of WWD and extending this meaningful event to a global scale.

World Wood Day Foundation (WWDF)

A 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization based in the United States to manage funds for World Wood Day.

Join us!

Join our main event or initiate your own regional activities.

www.worldwoodday.org
contact@worldwoodday.org
Why Wood Matters

Wood is an Eco-friendly and renewable Bio-material. It absorbs and stores carbon dioxide as well as releases oxygen to combat climate change.

Wood is versatile, naturally beautiful, and played an important role throughout human history.

World Wood Day Programs

This comprehensive one of a kind event provides examples of an array of wood uses; thus giving the public, hobbyists, and professionals insights into various wood disciplines.

International Young Adult Furniture Making Invitational

Music Festival

Symposium

Tree Planting

Collaborative Project

Folk Art Workshop

Wood Architecture

Wood Design

Woodcarving Show

Woodturning Demonstration